Celebrity Beauty
Radiate Gorgeous Energy and
Physical Attraction

mindpersuasion.com

Instructions
Listen with headphones and eyes closed. Visualize any
situation where you are stunning, and attracting the
desire from everybody around you. See this situation from
as many perspectives as possible.

Tips for Success
Keep a daily journal and record any objective evidence that
you are becoming more and more beautiful. Write down
any positive comments made by others about your inner
or outer beauty.
Please visit our forum to share your successes, or to ask
any questions:
mindpersuasion.net

Affirmations
I am beautiful
I am gorgeous
I am stunning
I have a beautiful face
I have a beautiful smile
I have a beautiful body
I have beautiful hair
I have beautiful posture
I have beautiful eyes
I have a gorgeous face
I have a gorgeous body
I have gorgeous posture
I have gorgeous eyes
my mind is beautiful
my mind is gorgeous
my thoughts are beautiful

my thoughts are gorgeous
my personality is beautiful
my personality is gorgeous
my language is beautiful
my language is gorgeous
people love me
people respect me
people admire me
people enjoy my presence
people respect my ideas
people respect my opinions
I project beauty
I project gorgeous energy
I am surrounded by gorgeous energy
I radiate gorgeous energy
I radiate stunning beauty
I radiate charm

I radiate elegance
I radiate sophistication
I radiate love
I radiate kindness
I radiate compassion
You are beautiful
You are gorgeous
You are stunning
You have a beautiful face
You have a beautiful smile
You have a beautiful body
You have beautiful hair
You have beautiful posture
You have beautiful eyes
You have a gorgeous face
You have a gorgeous body
You have gorgeous posture

You have gorgeous eyes
your mind is beautiful
your mind is gorgeous
your thoughts are beautiful
your thoughts are gorgeous
your personality is beautiful
your personality is gorgeous
your language is beautiful
your language is gorgeous
people love you
people respect you
people admire you
people enjoy your presence
people respect your ideas
people respect your opinions
You project beauty
You project gorgeous energy

You are surrounded by gorgeous energy
You radiate gorgeous energy
You radiate stunning beauty
You radiate charm
You radiate elegance
You radiate sophistication
You radiate love
You radiate kindness
You radiate compassion

